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Statistical interpretation of the correlation between intermediate mass fragment
multiplicity and transverse energy
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Multifragment emission following129Xe1197Au collisions at 30A, 40A, 50A, and 60A MeV has been
studied with multidetector systems covering nearly 4p in solid angle. The correlations of both the intermediate
mass fragment and light charged particle multiplicities with the transverse energy are explored. A comparison
is made with results from a similar system136Xe1209Bi at 28A MeV. The experimental trends are compared
to statistical model predictions.@S0556-2813~99!06111-7#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nuclear multifragmentation is arguably the most comp
nuclear reaction, involving both collective and internal d
grees of freedom to an extent unmatched even by fission
in fission, multifragmentation is expected to present a mix
statistical and dynamical features.

A substantial body of evidence has been presented in
vor of the statistical nature of several features such as f
ment multiplicities@1–10#, charge distributions@11,12#, and
angular distributions@13#. Recently however, evidence ha
been put forth for the lack of statistical competition betwe
intermediate mass fragment~IMF! emission and light
charged particle~LCP! emission. More specifically, it ha
been shown that for the reaction136Xe1209Bi at 28A MeV,
~a! LCP emission saturates with increasing number of em
ted IMFs @14#, ~b! with increasing transverse energy (Et),
the contribution of the LCPs toEt saturates while that of the
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IMFs becomes dominant@15#, and~c! there is a strong anti-
correlation of the leading fragment kinetic energy with t
number of IMFs emitted@14#. This body of evidence seem
to suggest that beyond a certain amount of energy depos
most, if not all, of the energy goes into IMF productio
rather than into LCP emission in a manner inconsistent w
statistical competition.

Given the importance of these results in showing a pot
tial failure of the statistical picture and a possible novel d
namical mechanism of IMF production, we have applied
same analysis to a set of systematic measurements of129Xe
1197Au at several bombarding energies. In what follows w
report on~1! new experimental data that confirm the gene
nature of the observations in@14#, ~2! new experimental data
which show trends that are different from those observed
@15#, ~3! the effectiveness of gating on IMF multiplicity
(NIMF) as an event-selection strategy, and~4! the reproduc-
tion of key results with statistical model calculations.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

LCP and IMF yields and their correlations with and co
tributions to Et were determined for the reaction129Xe
1197Au at 30A, 40A, 50A, and 60A MeV. The experi-
ments were performed at the National Superconducting
clotron Laboratory at Michigan State University~MSU!.
Beams of 129Xe, at intensities of about 107 particles per
second, irradiated gold targets of approximately 1 mg/cm2.
The beam was delivered to the 92 in. scattering cham
with a typical beam spot diameter of 2–3 mm.

For the bombarding energies of 40A, 50A, and
60A MeV, LCPs and IMFs emitted at laboratory angles
16° – 160° were detected using the MSU Miniball@16#. As
configured for this experiment, the Miniball consisted of 1
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fast plastic (40mm)-CsI(2 cm) phoswich detectors, with
solid angle coverage of approximately 87% of 4p. Identifi-
cation thresholds forZ53, 10, and 18 fragments were'2,
3, and 4 MeV/nucleon, respectively. Less energetic char
particles with energies greater than 1 MeV/nucleon were
tected in the fast plastic scintillator foils, but were not ide
tified by theZ value. Isotopic identification was achieved f
hydrogen and helium isotopes with energies less than
MeV/nucleon. Energy calibrations were performed us
elastically scattered12C beams at forward angles and by u
ing the punchthrough points of the more backward detec
to normalize to existing data@17#. The energy calibrations
are estimated to be accurate to about 10% at angles less
31° and to about 20% for the more backward angles.

Particles going forward (<16°) were measured with th
LBL forward array @18#, a high resolution Si-Si~Li !-plastic
scintillator array. Fragments of chargeZ51 – 54 were de-
tected with high resolution using a 16-eleme
Si(300 mm)-Si~Li !~5 mm!-plastic~7.6 cm! array@18# with a
geometrical efficiency of'64%. Where counting statistic
allowed, individual atomic numbers were resolved forZ
51 – 54. Representative detection thresholds ofZ52, 8, 20,
and 54 fragments were approximately 6, 13, 21, and
MeV/nucleon, respectively. Energy calibrations were o
tained by directing 18 different beams ranging fromZ51 to
54 into each of the 16 detector elements. The energy cali
tion of each detector was accurate to better than 1%,
position resolutions of61.5 mm were obtained.

The complete detector system for these higher ener
~LBL array 1 Miniball! subtended angles from 2° to 160
and had a geometric acceptance'88% of 4p. As a precau-
tion against secondary electrons, detectors at angles la
than 100° were covered with Pb-Sn foils of thickne
5.05 mg/cm2 ~this increased the detection thresholds
these backward detectors!. Both the Miniball and forward
array were cooled and temperature stabilized.

For the 30A MeV data set, the forward-going particle
(u58°-23°) were measured by the MULTICS array@19#, a
high resolution gas-Si-Si~Li !-CsI array. Detection threshold
were approximately 2.5 MeV/nucleon for all fragmentsZ
51 – 54), and the resolution inZ was much better than 1 un
for Z,30. Energy calibrations were performed by directi
18 separate beams into each of the 36 telescopes. The
bration beams had energies ofE/A530 and 70 MeV, and
ranged in mass from12C to 129Xe. An energy resolution of
better than 2% was obtained. Position calibrations of the
elements of the MULTICS array were performed with t
procedure of Ref.@20#. The angular resolution was estimate
to be '0.2°. Charged particles emitted beyond 23° we
detected with the Miniball in a setup similar to the high
bombarding energies described above. The complete det
system covered approximately 87% of 4p.

Data were taken under two trigger conditions: at least t
Miniball elements triggered or at least one IMF observed
the relevant forward array.

Further details of the experimental setups can be foun
Refs.@21,22#.
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III. COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUS RESULTS

Following the procedure outlined in@14#, the average
LCP yields were determined as a function ofNIMF ~which
serves as a rough measure of impact parameter or en
deposition!. Figure 1 shows an example of such an analy
for the reaction129Xe1197Au at bombarding energies be
tween 30A and 60A MeV. The average LCP multiplicity
(^NLCP&) does indeed saturate with increasingNIMF , as ob-
served in@14#. However, the value to whicĥNLCP& saturates
(^NLCP&max) rises with increasing bombarding energy and
listed in Table I. The IMF multiplicity at which the satura
tion occurs is approximately 4–5 at 30A MeV and rises with
increasing bombarding energy to a value of 8–9
60A MeV.

The average LCP contribution toEt (^Et
LCP&) saturates in

a bombarding-energy-dependent fashion as well~see

FIG. 1. The average LCP multiplicity~top panel!, average trans-
verse energy of IMFs~solid symbols!, and averageEt of LCPs
~open symbols, bottom panel! are plotted as a function of IMF
multiplicity for the reaction129Xe1197Au at bombarding energies
between 30A and 60A MeV.

TABLE I. Values are given for the approximateNIMF saturation
value ~along with the upper limit of the integrated cross section
percent!, the average LCP multiplicity, and averageEt

LCP in the
saturation region of Fig. 1, and the maximum average IMF mu
plicity for the top 5% of theEt selected events, for the reactio
129Xe1197Au.

Ebeam/A NIMF
sat ^NLCP&max ^Et

LCP&max ^NIMF&max

30 MeV 5 ~6.5%! 13.9 220 MeV 4.6
40 MeV 7 ~5.0%! 18.9 400 MeV 6.0
50 MeV 8 ~4.3%! 23.1 530 MeV 6.9
60 MeV 8 ~5.9%! 26.1 660 MeV 7.4
7-2
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^Et
LCP&max in Table I and open symbols of Fig. 1, botto

panel!. In contrast, the average IMF contribution toEt

(^Et
IMF&) rises linearly with increasing IMF multiplicity. The

significance of the bombarding energy dependence of th
observations will be discussed in the next section.

We now explore the dependence of these same varia
on Et . According to the procedure outlined in@15#, the av-
erage yields of multiplicity and transverse energy for bo
IMFs and LCPs were determined as a function ofEt ~which
serves as a measure of impact parameter or energy de
tion @23–25#!. In Fig. 2 are plotted̂NIMF&, ^NLCP&, ^Et

IMF&,
and ^Et

LCP& as a function ofEt for bombarding energies be
tween 30A and 60A MeV. All the observables rise with
increasingEt , in disagreement with the observations in@15#.
In @15#, the value of^Et

LCP& is observed to saturate to
relatively small value compared to^Et

IMF& ~see Fig. 3!, which
is at variance with the observations in Fig. 2. The origin
this disagreement will be discussed in the next section.

Last, according to the procedure in@14#, the average ki-
netic energy of the projectilelike fragment (^E/A&PLF, de-
fined as the heaviest forward-moving particle in an eve
with ZPLF>10 andu<23°) has been determined as a fun
tion of NIMF , an example of which is given in Fig. 4. Her
we confirm the observation in@14#. For increasingNIMF , the
energy per nucleon of the leading fragment decreases
tinuously.

The three aforementioned observations have been use
suggest that, above a certain excitation energy, the IMFs
the largest share of the energy while the LCPs lose t
capability to compete@14,15#. In the following section, we

FIG. 2. The average IMF multiplicity~solid symbols, top panel!,
average LCP multiplicity~open symbols, top panel!, average trans-
verse energy of IMFs~solid symbols, bottom panel!, and average
transverse energy of LCPs~open symbols, bottom panel! are plotted
as a function ofEt .
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explore each of these observations and suggest possibl
ternative explanations.

IV. INTERPRETATION

We begin with the saturation of̂NLCP& and ^Et
LCP& as

opposed to the continuous rise of^Et
IMF& observed in Fig. 1.

^Et
IMF& rises linearly since

^Et
IMF&5K (

i 51

NIMF

Eisin2u i L 'NIMF^e t
IMF&, ~1!

FIG. 3. The average transverse energies of IMFs~squares! and
of LCPs~diamonds! are plotted as a function ofEt for the reaction
136Xe1209Bi at 28A MeV ~taken from Ref.@15#!.

FIG. 4. Top panel: the average kinetic energy per nucleon of
projectilelike fragment is plotted as a function ofNIMF ~solid
circles! andNLCP ~open symbols!. Bottom panel: same as top pan
but selected from events within the indicated range ofEt .
7-3
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where ^e t
IMF& is the average transverse energy of an IM

Thus, the reason for the continuous rise of^Et
IMF& can be

understood quite simply. But what is the reason for the sa
ration of ^Et

LCP& and ^NLCP&? We believe that the values o
the NIMF where ^NLCP& and ^Et

LCP& saturate represent th
tails of the IMF multiplicity distribution which are deter
mined by the most central collisions.

For example, the values of IMF multiplicity at which th
observables in Fig. 1 saturate (NIMF

sat ) can be understood in
terms of an impact parameter scale. Consider the probab
P of emitting NIMF and its integrated yield

S~NIMF!5 (
i 5NIMF

`

P~ i ! ~2!

as shown in Fig. 5 for the reaction129Xe1197Au at
50A MeV. Average impact parameter scales, as they
commonly employed, are proportional toAS @23#. Note that
the multiplicities at which saturation occurs represe
roughly 5% of the total integrated cross section~dashed line
in the bottom panel of Fig. 5!. The NIMF value NIMF

sat for
which S'0.05 is listed in Table I for each of the differen
bombarding energies.NIMF

sat tracks rather well the maximum
average IMF multiplicity (̂NIMF&max) measured for the mos
central collisions~top 5% of events! based upon theEt scale.

The above observations demonstrate that large IMF m
tiplicities (NIMF.^NIMF&max) have small probabilities and
represent the extreme tails of events associated with the
central collisions. In other words, events with increasing v
ues ofNIMF in the saturation region of Fig. 1 do not com
from increasingly more central collisions where more ene

FIG. 5. Top panel: probability to emitNIMF from the reaction
129Xe1197Au at 50A MeV. Bottom panel: integrated probability t
emit NIMF or more IMFs.
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has been dissipated. Thus,NIMF is useful as a global even
selector over only a very limited range.

Consequently, it is expected that statistical models sho
exhibit similar trends as those observed in Fig. 1. Examp
of such predictions are shown in Fig. 6 for the statistic
multifragmentation model~SMM! ~open symbols! @26# and
for percolation~solid symbols! @27#. In both models an ex-
citation energy~E! distribution was used to mimic an impac
parameter~b! weighting. Assuming thatb50 events give
rise to the maximum excitation energy (Emax), we have cho-
sen the number of events at a givenE proportional toEmax
2E. The ‘‘excitation energy’’ for the percolation calculatio
is essentially represented by the number of broken bonds
is calculated as per Ref.@27#.

Both calculations show a saturation of^NLCP& when plot-
ted as a function of IMF multiplicity. This behavior can b
understood in terms of a simple model. Consider the sta
tical emission of two particle types with barriersB1 andB2
~and B2.B1). Assume the emission probabilities arepi
}exp@2Bi /T# (i51,2) with p11p251. With the tempera-
ture T characterized in terms of the total multiplicityntot
5n11n25aT, and ignoring mass conservation, the soluti
for ^n1& as a function ofn2 can be calculated for a distribu
tion of excitation energies like that described above. T
solution of this model is shown by the asterisk symbols
the top right panel of Fig. 6 forB158, B2524, Tmax510,
and a52 ~and NIMF5n2 , NLCP5n1). This saturation is

FIG. 6. Statistical model predictions from SMM~open sym-
bols!, percolation~solid symbols!, and the simple model describe
in the text~crossed symbols!. Upper left: the predicted average LC
and IMF multiplicities are plotted as a function ofEt for the decay
of an ensemble of gold nuclei with excitation energies betwe
0.5A and 6.0A MeV. Upper right: the average LCP and neutro
multiplicities are plotted as a function ofNIMF . Lower left: the
averageEt of the LCPs and IMFs as a function ofEt is shown.
Lower right: the averageEt of the LCPs and IMFs is shown as
function of NIMF .
7-4
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qualitatively similar to that of the other statistical mode
listed in Fig. 6 and to the behavior observed in Fig. 1. F
thermore, the saturation value of^NLCP& and the value of
NIMF at which saturation occurs both depend on the ma
mum energy used in the calculation. Consequently, for
tistical emission one expects~and observes in Fig. 1! a bom-
barding energy dependence of the saturation which refl
the total energy available to the decaying system. These
haviors are generic features that are present in any statis
model @28#.

For completeness, the IMF and LCP yields from t
SMM calculations are plotted as a function ofEt as well in
Fig. 6 ~left panels!. There is no saturation of̂Et

LCP& with
increasingEt as was observed in@15#. Instead, this calcula
tion shows qualitatively the same trends as experiment
observed in Fig. 2.

What then causes the~unconfirmed! saturation of̂ Et
LCP&

observed in136Xe1209Bi @15# ~bottom panel of Fig. 7!? We
believe that the saturation observed in136Xe1209Bi is likely
due to the limited dynamic range of detectors used. T
charged particle yields from the136Xe1209Bi reaction were
measured with the dwarf array@29# whose thin CsI crystals
~thickness of 4 mm for polar angleu555°-168°, 8 mm for
u532° – 55°, and 20 mm foru54° – 32°) are unable to sto
energetic LCPs. For example, protons punch through 4
of CsI at an energy of 30 MeV. Consequently, their con
bution toEt could be significantly underestimated.

An example of the distortions that would be caused by
detector response of the dwarf array on the similar129Xe
1197Au reaction at 30A MeV is given in Fig. 7. In the top
panel is plotted̂ Et

LCP& and ^Et
IMF& as a function ofEt as

measured by the MULTICS/Miniball Collaboration. Th
thicknesses of the CsI crystals from these detectors ra

FIG. 7. The average transverse energies of IMFs~squares! and
of LCPs~diamonds! are plotted as a function ofEt for the reactions
129Xe1197Au at 30A MeV ~top panel!, 129Xe1197Au again but fil-
tered with the upper energy thresholds of the dwarf array dete
@29# ~middle panel!, and 136Xe1209Bi at 28A MeV ~bottom panel,
taken from Ref.@15#!.
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from 20 to 40 mm. Protons punch through 20 mm of C
with an energy of 76 MeV. In the middle panel of Fig. 7, th
129Xe1197Au data have been ‘‘filtered’’ using the dwarf a
ray high energy cutoffs which remove high energy partic
from Et . After filtering, the two prominent features observe
in the 136Xe1209Bi data set@15# ~bottom panel of Fig. 7!
then appear in the filtered data. Namely,^Et

LCP& saturates to
a small value and̂Et

IMF& becomes the ‘‘apparent’’ dominan
carrier ofEt . These two features are likely to be instrume
tal in origin and therefore do not warrant a physical interp
tation.

Last of all, we come to the behavior of the average kine
energy of the projectilelike fragment~PLF! ^E/A&PLF as a
function ofNIMF , an example of which is given in Fig. 4 fo
129Xe1197Au at 40A MeV ~solid circles!. From the de-
crease of^E/A&PLF with NIMF , it was concluded that the
kinetic energy of the PLF is expended for the production
IMFs @14#. It was also argued that for increasing IMF mu
tiplicity, the saturation of̂ NLCP& represents a critical excita
tion energy value beyond which no further amount of re
tive kinetic energy between the PLF and targetlike fragm
~TLF! is converted into heat. In other words, the IMFs
longer compete with the LCPs for the available energy
they get it all.

One can test the consistency of this explanation by stu
ing the same observable^E/A&PLF, but now as a function of
NLCP ~open symbols, top panel of Fig. 4!. We observe the
same dependence as that of the IMFs—a monotonic decr
of ^E/A&PLF with increasingNLCP which reaches a value o
'17 MeV at the largest multiplicities. This behavior pe
sists whether we restrict ourselves to the saturation reg
(NIMF>6, triangles! or not ~open circles!. The similar be-
havior of ^E/A&PLF with respect toNIMF andNLCP indicates
that the LCPs do compete with the IMFs for the availab
energy.

This can be seen more clearly by preselecting events w
a better global observableEt @24,25,30#, as done in the bot-
tom panel of Fig. 4. Once a window ofEt is selected, a
corresponding value of̂E/A&PLF is also determined, and
there is no longer any strong dependence of^E/A&PLF on
NIMF or NLCP. In fact, the resultingNIMF andNLCP selections
both give thesamevalue of ^E/A&PLF, consistent with a
scenario where both species compete for the same avai
energy.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have made a systematic study of L
and IMF observables as a function of IMF multiplicity an
transverse energy for the reaction129Xe1197Au at bombard-
ing energies between 30A and 60A MeV.

We observe that̂NLCP& and^Et
LCP& saturate as a function

of NIMF in a bombarding-energy-dependent way. These s
rations are predicted by statistical models and are fundam
tal features of statistical decay@28#. A bombarding energy
dependence of̂NLCP&, ^Et

LCP&, and NIMF
sat is expected~and

experimentally observed! within the framework of statistica
decay.

or
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In addition, it has been demonstrated in a mod
independent fashion that the LCPs compete with the IM
for the available energy. By usingEt , a more sensitive even
selection is obtained. The analysis also demonstrates the
ited usefulness of event classification using onlyNIMF .

We do not observe a saturation of^Et
LCP& as a function of

Et at any bombarding energy. The saturation of^Et
LCP& as a

function of Et observed in Ref.@15# is likely due to instru-
mental distortions. We can account for this saturation
filtering the present measurements of129Xe1197Au with the
experimental thresholds present in Refs.@14,15#. The result-
ing distortions to the data are large and induce qualita
changes in the trends of the data, causing an unphysical
ration of ^Et

LCP&. Therefore, the observations listed
@14,15# do not demonstrate any measurable failure of sta
tt
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.
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tical models that would justify invoking dynamical IMF pro
duction by default. While the IMFs may indeed be produc
dynamically, the observations listed in Refs.@14,15# do not
provide evidence for such a conclusion.
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